Our Mission
Grant wishes for children and adults diagnosed with rare or undiagnosed complex medical conditions, disorders, and diseases.

Types Of Wishes
- Special experiences (like a trip)
- Purchase of quality-of-life enhancing medical and therapy equipment.
- Special gifts (like a puppy or shopping spree)
- College scholarship (siblings eligible)

Wish Details
- Patient is eligible for an additional wish every five years.
- No cash outlay - funds will be donated directly to 501(c)(3) nonprofits to award a child or adult recipient in their community when available
- No income qualifications
- U.S. Citizen
- Photo and/or video will be required upon completion of wish along with the agreement to share story.

Application Process
Submission process
- Email us using the subject “Rare Wish” at: info@rarestrides.com

Patient information
- Contact Information
- Disorder/Disease Information
- Lifestyle hardships due to condition
- Please Include Wish Details: Why they chose the item and how it will affect their quality of life:
- Physician information
- 501(c)(3) Nonprofit
- Photo and video release

Rare Wish Administrator will score each grant based on an established rubric taking into consideration severity of symptoms, rarity of disorder, and enhanced quality of life.
- Review of grant applications every 3 months (TBD) by executive committee on set schedule
- Once approved, administrator will coordinate with grantee and 501(c)(3) nonprofit to accomplish wish and secure media promotion

Funding
Proceeds from Rare Wish Store online purchases support program.
We welcome businesses or individuals to sponsor or assist in granting wishes to children and adults with rare diseases.

Learn More
RARESTRIDES.com
info@rarestrides.com